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By Nagla Moussa
It’s October, school is in session, and the kids are settled into the school routine. Or are they?
About this time of year is when IEP meetings are in full swing, difficulties with new classrooms, new schools, and new situations in school are manifesting themselves and you need
some help figuring out what to do. The good news is there is a LOT of information out there
that can help. The bad news is you don’t have enough time to research and learn it all; you
need a crash course in advocacy and what your child is entitled to at school.
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Start with learning the special education lingo, yes the dreaded acronyms. The very basic
ones are Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, (IDEA), Individualized Education Plan
(IEP), Least Restrictive Environment, (LRE), Free Appropriate Public Education, and
(FAPE). Here is a website lists most of the acronyms in alphabetical order (very helpful!)
http://sped.dpi.wi.gov/sped_acronym.
Next thing to do is to learn about how the IEP meeting is organized and through that learn
about the process of special education. This website is simple and it describes the IEP Agenda and what it means: http://www.texasprojectfirst.org/ARDIEPSimple.html
Just as important is knowing who to call if you have a question or a concern Here is a good
guide on knowing who to call: http://www.texasprojectfirst.org/WhatKnowWhoCall.html
Parents don’t realize how powerful and how important they are in their child’s school education. For example did you know that when you attend the IEP meeting school can’t implement the IEP without you signing that you agree with it? You are the person who knows
your child best and who spends the most amount of time with your child. That makes you
the expert on your child; so despite sitting in a room full of professionals, your area of expertise (your child) is the most important one! Add to that the fact that no one has the best interest of your child in mind and heart like you do, and this makes you the most important
person at that meeting.
It takes some organization, but once you do that you can be a wonderful and effective advocate for your child. Ask for the IEP draft with the goals, objectives and any evaluations at
least 3 days ahead of time. Make some time to read this document and ask your private therapists to review the goals with you and make suggestions. Contact your teacher and amend the
goals, add/edit/subtract/reword etc… Make a list of 3 things you won’t compromise on (for
example, you want one hour of speech therapy a week, you want a formal Occupational therapy evaluation, and you want your child in the general education classroom 50% the day) and
3 things you will compromise on ( student to teacher ratio being 1:2 instead of 1:1, speech
therapy is 30 minutes group and 30 minutes individual instead of all individual, the daily communication can be a check sheet instead of detailed notebook entries). Also write down a list
of concerns/questions you have the night before and check that list during the IEP meeting
to make sure you addressed everything.
Continued on Page 2
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If you have a disagreement with school that cannot be resolved and you are at an impasse, there are several things you
can do, ask for a facilitated IEP at your next IEP meeting (http://www.region10.org/special-education/facilitatedindividualized-education-program-fiep/ ), you can file a complaint with the Texas Education Agency (https://
www.disabilityrightstx.org/files/How-to-File-a-TEA-Complaint_5-11.pdf ) , you can request mediation (http://
www.texasprojectfirst.org/Mediation.html ) (http://www.tea.state.tx.us/index2.aspx?id=2147497560 ) or you can file
due process (http://texasprojectfirst.org/DueProcess.html ).
Remember, nothing is written in stone, if you go home after you signed agree to the IEP and in reviewing your IEP document you find you forgot something, or you want to change something you’re not satisfied with, you can always request
another IEP meeting and talk about the changes. Like Stewart Smally on Saturday Night Live, before going to the IEP
meeting look in the mirror and tell yourself, I am smart enough, I am capable enough, and by God I can do this for my
child!

Do You Know a Child with Autism that Wanders?

The National Autism Association’s Big Red Safety Box is back in stock! If you have a child that wanders or know one
that wanders, please click on this link http://nationalautismassociation.org/big-red-safety-boxes-now-available/ to learn
how you can get this box with tools to help keep children with autism safe.

Are You Buying or Selling a House?
We are excited to have the support of a generous
real estate agent, Kirk Iverson! He will donate
25% of net proceeds directly to NAA-NT anytime anyone buys or sells a home and mentions
NAA-NT sent them.
Check out his page https://www.facebook.com/
kirk.iverson.942?fref=ts or http://
BuyHousesSellHomes.KWRealty.com
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NAA-NT 2014 Mom’s Event at Spa Castle
100 Autism Moms enjoyed an evening at Spa Castle on September 9th, 2014! We sweated out our worries in the ten
saunas and relaxed in the jetted spas while eating, drinking and chatting with friends. There are no strangers in a group
of women that have all heard the words, “Your child has autism.” Join our Facebook page for details on events like this!

A Huge Thank You to Our Sponsors
Teach Me / Therapy & Beyond , Gail Wayman The Wayman Center
Jenny Keese Concept Connections, Stacy Wright Stacy's Sensory Solutions
TOP Pediatric Therapy, Neneitte Tabani Progressive Pediatric Therapy of Texas
Sense-Able Gym, Eileen Kratzberg, Healthy Kids Pediatrics
Brain Balance, Laura Kopec Nutrition, Karen Gamble CiCi & Ryann
Beckloff Pediatric Therapy Center, Julie Liberman Speech TX
Jen Mango Plexus, Mary Pat Braggers Plano Theraputic Services
Merit Academy, Clifford Chiropractic, Carla Robbins Wren’s Wellness
Amy Kleis Hunter’s Autism Specials, Language Works LLC & Rainbow Kidz
Elise Hernandez, Ken Piercy Pure Barre Plano
Taco Shop, Original Pancake House, India Palace
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DIR / Floortime You Can Do At Home
By Dr. Anna Ho
The DIR model was developed with a pool of research and expertise in child psychiatry, developmental psychology, brain science, speech-language pathology and occupational therapy. There are three key elements: “D” represents the
developmental milestones that each child has to master in order to mature, from being able to remain calm while maintaining attention, to being engaged with another person, communicating back-and-forth, and then using symbols to
problem-solve logically; “I” represents the individual differences in the child’s sensory reception and motor response to
the world, which must be addressed specifically in order for us to engage them; “R” represents the emphasis in parentchild relationship which will be enhanced with specific techniques.
DIR model is also called the “Floortime Model” as Floortime is the core approach designed by the DIR developers to achieve a child’s social emotional goals. However, this model does not exclude other treatment methods such as
ABA, TEACCH, etc. The idea is that these methods are helpful in teaching the child how to perform important life
skills, while the Floortime techniques enhance the emotional motivation behind these skills, so that the child would want
to do them.
While some families use DIR as a supplement to the more traditional treatment methods, others have used it as
the key or guiding model in their children’s treatment. Some research studies suggested that comparing to traditional behavioral treatment, DIR may be more effective with children who are non-verbal and showing more severe autistic
symptoms. With verbal and higher-functioning children, practitioners and families have found DIR useful in helping
these children become more spontaneous and socially appropriate while interacting with others.
Since each child is different, the activities used in DIR may also differ across children as they are tailored to their
individual needs. However, according to guidelines informed by this model, here are some activities that are usually helpful to children at each developmental level:
Stage 1 (the goal is to help your child be calm and alert) – “Cradle time”: depending on the size and interests of
your child, you may cradle him/her in your arms, in a blanket, or in a comfortable rocking chair. Help them feel secure
and comfortable by observing their expressions. Adjust the speed of movement, stop and go again according to the signals from your child. E.g., when you are not moving, if they look at you and/or move your hand to signal “more”, you
move them again.
Stage 2 (the goal is to engage your child into emotional closeness) – “Copycat”: copy what your child loves to do
in the moment when he/she is doing it. It could be something you don’t think is fun, such as spinning an object on the
table. Look for your child’s expression. Go for a sense of pleasure or amusement. When he/she starts looking at you or
your action, he/she is somewhat engaged. Then try to expand that by doing it in a slightly different way – to lengthen
their pleasure and attention on you.
Stages 3 & 4 (the goal is to entice your child to initiate and respond in communication) – “Undoing”: entice your
child to respond to you by building something for him/her to take apart, e.g., a block tower. Make a tall one and your
child may come right up to tear it down. Then you build it again, and again. Then pause, put a block in your child’s hand.
He/she may start putting two blocks together, so as to take them apart. That way you may pull your child into multiple
give-and-take communication cycles, which would become building blocks for speech.
Stages 5 & 6 (the goal is to help your child express ideas and connect them in emotionally meaningful ways):
“Character Play” – pretend play as your child’s favorite character. Speak and express feelings through the character’s
voice and position. Instead of telling your child, “Give Barney a cookie”, speak as Barney, “I’m hungry!” with a begging
voice while making Barney sniff around the cookies. Negotiate and resolve problems as characters with your child. They
will be inspired to do the same.
Dr. Anna Ho is a Doctor of Clinical Psychology in Dallas, TX. She can be reached at annahohy@yahoo.com.
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Healing with Homeopathy
By Jenice Stebel
Have you ever noticed when you cut yourself, your body immediately begins to heal the wound? We are created to
heal - the body has innate wisdom about how to heal itself. But unfortunately, in our modern world, our bodies do not always have a clear path, nor the information needed to allow for healing.
This is especially true in the case of autism where there are a host of complex issues including systemic inflammation, detoxification challenges, immune system confusion and emotional trauma. These factors create blockages to proper
internal communication and healing in the body. Fortunately, homeopathy has answers.
Homeopathy is a scientific approach to healing that uses natural substances to stimulate the body’s innate healing
capabilities. Discovered over 200 years ago by German physician Dr. Samuel Hahnemann, homeopathy provides the body
with unique energetic information according to the principle that like cures like. In other words, any substance that can produce symptoms in a healthy person can cure those same symptoms in a sick person. For example, we are all familiar with
poison ivy; it causes blisters, itching, redness, and stiff muscles. However, when the poisonous plant is prepared homeopathically and given in the form of a homeopathic remedy, it can be used to stimulate healing for everything from a poison ivy
rash to eczema, arthritis, and even herpes.
Remedies can be made of any substance imaginable: animal, mineral, vegetable, or intangible (i.e. x-ray or cell phone
radiation). Isopathic remedies are a specific class of remedies made from a safe preparation of the toxic causative substance,
such as a heavy metal or vaccine. These remedies are often vital to unlocking the case and allowing deep healing, especially
when used in combination with other supportive remedies to assist the body with gentle detoxification and immune repair.
Over the years, I have used homeopathy to facilitate healing in hundreds of clients. Although my original training
was in classical homeopathy, clinical experience has shown that with autism, it is rarely sufficient to achieve complete healing.
Sequential homeopathy with the use of Isotherapy is, in my experience, the key to healing.
With sequential homeopathy we systematically “clear” the toxic burden load with carefully selected homeopathic
remedies based on the history and unique needs of each individual/child. This allows for gentle detoxification, support of key
organs and tissues, healing of emotional trauma, and a true rebalancing of the immune system. Because homeopathic detoxification is gentle, it allows healing to occur at the pace that is best for each individual.
For example, one of my client’s, Allison (3 years old) presented with a diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorder, severe insomnia, parasites, food intolerances, and environmental sensitivities. Although she had a few words, she was not able
to engage in meaningful communication. Using a combination of sequential homeopathy, lifestyle coaching with her parents,
and homeopathic immune supports she completely recovered in 18 months. She is now excelling in school and life.
Since each child is unique and the symptoms of autism can present in such diverse ways, I have been compelled over
the past 7 years to explore many methodologies. These include various types of homeopathy, applied kinesiology (to test and
determine the best remedies, foods, and supplements to assist with healing), energy healing, and herbal formulas to address
layers of toxins (including pathogens, environmental toxins, pre-birth toxins, emotions and many more), and to re-balance
the immune system.
In my career, I have been blessed to be a part of the healing process for many children and families. To read more
about some of the families I have worked with please visit https://energyhealinghomeopathy.wordpress.com/testimonials/.
Jenice Stebel, D.I.Hom., DSH-P has practiced homeopathy professionally since 2005 when she began a private practice and
developed and taught introductory and intermediate homeopathy courses. She has trained extensively in homeopathy and
other forms of energy medicine, and has specialized in healing ASD spectrum and other chronic issues in children for the
past 7 years. She works with clients throughout the United States and internationally by phone. To read more about her training, background and practice, please visit http://energyhealinghomeopathy.wordpress.com/about/personal-background/.
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Living with Autism
As you know, living with autism is tough. Doctor’s
appointments, driving from therapy to therapy, getting
the services needed at school, special diets, multiple
supplements, and the long, long hours of research are
enough to make even the strongest person feel helpless. Just imagine doing all of that, but then having to
move away from family and friends and everything you
know to a foreign country to get the help needed for
your child.
Meet Mai Abuahmad. This hardworking Warrior Mom
moved from Jordan to get the help for her son, Saif.
She shares with us her struggles as she adapts to the
new country and fights for a better life for her son.
Tell us a little bit about your son, Saif?
Saif is my only child he had his 12th birthday 2 weeks ago.
What do you love about your son?
Saif suffers from autism but he has such lovely character and has the sweetest smile in the world.
Where did you move from and why did you choose the United States?
We moved to Taxes from Jordan last year, we left behind every thing our house, family, friends and memories seeking
new apportunity for better treatment as its will known for many parents that have children on the spectrum that United
States is best place for treating autism.
What was the toughest part about living here?
First months was very tough for us different language, culture and food. We had no friends ...I felt like lost in the
ocean. Once I wanted to run away back to the place I came from but my dream in better future for my son gave me the
Strength to go forward and following my dream seeing my son enjoying his life like other children.
How do you keep the hope alive?
Now my son attending school, ABA Therapy, OT, started biomedical treatment and neurofeedback and will keep dream
for better tomorrow.

Do you shop on Amazon?!
Support families with Autism all year round just by doing your normal shopping! Just click
http://smile.amazon.com/ch/20-8388811 to support the National Autism Association when you purchase at
Amazon. Your Amazon prices are the same, and with each purchase, they give money to the NAA-NT!
Thanks for your support!
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Are You Considering Homeschooling?
By Linda Smeltzer
Children around the country have headed back to school. While some head to public and private schooling, more and more
are staying within the comforts of their own home and voyaging into Homeschooling. Our family is on year eight of this
voyage and enjoying all aspects of this experience. We have five children. Our third, Nicholas, was diagnosed with Autism
five years ago. As the school systems are becoming inundated with more Autistic children it is becoming more apparent that
many districts are unable to work with our children for one reason or another. Parents are fighting with districts to get the
needed services for their deserving children. Some are being left to hire lawyers and mediators to have an Individualized Education Plans be properly created and then having to make certain those minutes of therapy interventions are indeed completed weekly. As parent’s hands become more tied, you may be contemplating if homeschooling your child(ren) is what is
best . Here are some answers to commonly asked questions regarding your child.
Is Homeschooling allowed in my state?
In Texas it is allowed to homeschool your child. You can choose to homeschool at anytime really. By law you do not have
to notify the school nor sign anything that states you are homeschooling. Texas homeschooling laws are very lax compared
to other states. To find out more regarding state laws and homeschooling - https://www.hslda.org/laws/
Do I need to follow the same schedule as a public or private school?
Hours you teach daily may vary but some states do have rules regarding how much schooling is expected as well as do some
of the free online homeschooling programs offered by various states (k12.com and connectionacademy.com). Check the link
above if this applies to your state. In Texas, we do not have certain hours to teach and from my experience things taught at
home tend to be absorbed quicker than in the classroom setting with a lot less of the work needed for mastery. Having the
freedom to schedule schooling during high focus times, around therapy and doctor appointments and/ or travel is one of the
great benefits of homeschooling. Reading can occur on a bed or couch, hyperbaric chambers become art studios, and driveways become a great place for PE.
How do I do this?
Local homeschool groups via Meetup.com and Facebook as well as conferences are a great source of knowledge and first
hand knowledge. Think about what your child needs and their ability. You can pull the state standards off each states’ Department of Education websites or you can contact your local district for a copy of theirs. This can give you some things to
consider teaching or offering experiences that teach those items whether computer games, books, worksheets, lap books,
field trips, etc. Learning opportunities can happen at all times of the day including weekends. The flexability of homeschooling allows you can stay on a subject or concept based on your child’s attention span or interest in the subject. There are also
many complete curriculums these days that cover all subject areas and come with all the materials. A few of the many are
Oak Meadow, Sonlight, and K12.com(for purchase and possibly for free if your state offer this and you meet their criteria for
acceptance), ABCmouse.com, and timeforlearning.com. Those local teacher and used bookstores offer great teaching resources from manipulatives to “How to” books to full subject sets. Get those discount cards. So many stores offer discounts for homeschool families – Barnes and Nobles, Michaels, Half Price Book Store as well as museums, zoos, water and
water parks. During the week so many of the “fun” places are less crowed during the school year allowing for upfront learning and hands on opportunities not normally found during those busy summer months.
Homeschooling can be a wonderful option with a bit of planning and some creativity.
Linda Smeltzer is Director of Operations for her husband’s, Barry Smeltzer MPAS, PA-C, Holistic Medical Practice, Healing
Provisions in San Antonio, TX. Linda graduated with a BS in Elementary Education and taught for several years. She has
been homeschooling her five children for 8 years. Her third child, Nicholas, was diagnosed with Autism in 2009. Linda's passions include mothering, freelance writing, health, healing, scratch cooking real foods and volunteering for the Autism Trust
USA.
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Treating Parasites

By Dr. Lewis Cone
There are many things which can affect a child’s or adult’s brain. Toxic chemicals, food allergies, and infections are the most
common things that can make brain biochemistry go wild. I will focus specifically on infections and parasites today. Parasites are often hard to get rid of for several reasons. First thing, you have to know you have them at all to treat them. Standard medical testing usually is done via bloodwork. A good medical doctor will order a complete stool analysis focusing on
parasites. Without this specific test then bloodwork can look like there are no infections… but in reality they can be hiding
in the gut.
Second thing, how to kill them? Antibiotics are technically for killing bacteria. A certain parasite usually needs a good antiparasite drug or herb. The toughest type of parasites to kill are the large ones that lay eggs. The eggs are very hard to kill and
you must go on some rounds of correct herbs or drugs for several months to make sure they are all gone. One thing that
also can make certain parasites hard to kill is the fact that they can coat themselves in a biofilm. A biofilm is best described
as a mucous coating that makes the infection invisible to our own immune system. Since we cannot see it, we cannot kill
it. Recent breakthroughs in biofilms have been made in the area of certain essential oils from plants. Plants have immune
systems too! These oil extracts from plants are wonderful for killing certain organisms and also sometimes can dissolve the
biofilm of a hidden organism. When that happens, the immune system can see it and start to attack it. Any herbs or an antiparasite drug can then kill the organism a whole lot better.
Another thing worth mentioning is that often when one person has a parasite, the rest of the family may have the parasite
too. Since each person may have different reactions to certain infections it may not be noticed that everyone is sick. Mom
may be just tired. Dad may have stomach problems. And a child may have autism or ADHD. So the connection may not
be made because the symptoms are too diverse. So, when any patient is hard to clear of parasites the rest of the family needs
to be checked because they may be re-infecting each other.
Each person gets better when the immune system is strong. So it is best to avoid sugar which makes the immune system
sleep as well as get checked for food allergies. You will probably never fight off an infection if you are allergic to gluten or
something and you keep eating it. As an infection starts to die off then it becomes very important to help with detoxing the
junk that needs flushing out. These symptoms are called herxheimer reactions and can make you feel really crummy with flulike symptoms and achy joints or headaches. This is the time to actually celebrate and persevere because the infection is dying. A good doctor will know what to do to help detox during this process. Large amounts of vitamin C really help as well
as magnesium. Time tested herbs that help with parasites have been wormwood, noni, coptis chinensis, as well as chrysanthemum extracts (among hundreds of possibilities). This process is so complex that it is worth finding a good MD that specializes in this or a nutrional/herbal specialist. Stay healthy and good luck!

Dr. Cone is a Chiropractor and nutritionist that specializes in finding the right nutritional support for difficult patients with
chronic conditions. His path to learning about nutrition started when his wife got rid of her headaches permanently by
avoiding milk products at the recommendation of a chiropractor specializing in applied kinesiology. www.drlewiscone.com
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Upcoming NAA-NT Events
October 7th, 2014 7pm to 9pm
Jenice Stebel presents “Homeopathy It’s An Amazing Tool To bring About Healing for Autism and Other Childhood
Chronic Epidemics”; Please RSVP for this meeting by emailing: nagla_alvin@verizon.net
St. Andrew United Methodist Church, Festival Hall, 1401 Mira Vista, Plano, TX 75093
November 4, 2014 7pm to 9pm
MariAnn Gattelaro presents “5 Sense Learning”. Learn how to use all 5 of your child’s senses to teach them educational
concepts. Please RSVP for this meeting by emailing: nagla_alvin@verizon.net
St. Andrew United Methodist Church, Festival Hall, 1401 Mira Vista, Plano, TX 75093
December 13th, 11:30am to 2:30pm
Bring your family for a fun-filled NAA-NT Christmas party! Your child with autism with have a buddy take care of him
while you eat a peaceful lunch without distraction. The kids (siblings included) will enjoy bounce houses, crafts, a visit
from Santa, music and more!
Prince of Peace Catholic Community Can Center, 5100 Plano Parkway, Plano, TX 75093

Monthly Support Groups
Parents of children of all ages: Meets 3rd Tuesday of each month at 11:30 am—1:00 pm at Corner Bakery (941 N.
Central Expy, Plano). Facilitated by Nagla Moussa and Dori Schaefer
Parents of younger children: Meets 2nd Tuesday of each month, during the school year, at 8:45-9:45 am at Corner
Bakery. Facilitated by Nanci Roessner and Nagla Moussa.
Self-Advocacy Group (SAG): Meets 1st Tuesday of each month at the same time and location as the NAA-NT’s general month meetings. 7:00 pm, @ St. Andrew United Methodist Church, 1401 Mira Vista, Plano, TX 75093 - NO
meeting in July & August.
Spanish Speaking Support Group: Meets the 1st Saturday of each month from 7:00 - 8:30 pm at St. Mark’s Pastoral
Center, 1100 West 15th Street, Suite 209, Room 5, Plano. http://naa-nt-spanish.squarespace.com

Please Support Our Sponsors
Speech TX/ Julie Liberman SLP

ABA of North Texas

St. Andrew United Methodist Church

RBC Wealth Management (Plano)

Junior League of Collin County
The Motch Family Foundation
Region 10 Educational Service Center

Concept Connections- Jenny Keese

Teach Me LLC- Regina Crone

Plano ISD SAGE Committee
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Po Box 261209 Plano, TX 75026-1209 (214) 925-2722
Tax ID # 20-8388811 http://naa-nt.org/
Did you know that ….










all the money the NAANT raises goes directly to help families dealing with autism in the North Texas area?
the NAANT uses donations to educate and serve our community by holding educational seminars?
the NAANT gives grants to local families for autism treatments?
the NAANT works with the law enforcement to ensure the safety of our kids?
the NAANT holds weekly parent support groups?
the NAANT provides fun events to help families dealing with autism relax?
the NAANT provides support for autism couples and financial assistance for counseling?
the NAANT provides a yahoo support group join at: http://health.groups.yahoo.com/group/ascc2/
The national Autism Association of North Texas (NAANT) is a 501C3 chapter of the National Autism Association
(NAA). The mission of the National Autism Association is to educate and empower families and individuals affected by
autism and other neurological disorders, while advocating for those who cannot fight for their own rights. By donation
to NAANT you are helping children and their families who live in our community.
“No person was ever honored for what he received. He was honored for what he gave.”
– Calvin Coolidge
NAA-NT honors each and every one of our contributors that have made all of the above programs possible. It
is from what you gave that our families are able to move forward with success.
Donations can be made by check to the PO Box: NAA-NT PO Box 261209 Plano, TX 75026
Or by credit card online at: http://naa-ntorg.eventbrite.com
This letter can serve as your tax deductible contribution.
Date: __________ Amount given: __________ Name: _________________ email: _____________________
Amount: □$10 □$20 □$30 □$40 □$50 □ other $_______ Thank you so much!

NAA-NT Board
President: Nagla Moussa
Vice-President: Sherry Pearson
Secretary: Kelly Barnes

Join Our Fundraisers
Amazon Smile Support families with Autism all year
round just by doing your normal shopping!
http://smile.amazon.com/ch/20-8388811

Are you buying or selling a house? We are excited to
have the support of a generous real estate agent, Kirk
Board members: Archana Dhurka, Julie Hornok, Leah Tesfa, Iverson! He will donate 25% of net proceeds directly to
Paulina Ayestaran, Lauren Hassell, Carla Robbins, Lucia Weber NAA-NT anytime anyone buys or sells a home and
mentions NAA-NT sent them. Check out his page
Committee Members: Jennifer Keefe, MariAnn Gattelaro,
https://www.facebook.com/kirk.iverson.942?fref=ts
Myrna Silver, Julie Liberman, Nicole Wallace
or http://BuyHousesSellHomes.KWRealty.com
Treasurer: Nathalie Laforest

